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In the ruins of a medieval monastery, the diary of a 12thcentury monk has been uncovered . . . and the murders have
already begun. It is rumored the monk's writings offer clues
to the whereabouts of a scroll dating back to the time of
Jesus̶the creation of a hitherto unknown intimate who
recorded the actual words of Christ. Two people possess the
combined skills to follow where the document leads:
American cybersleuth Gil Pearson and Sabbie Karaim,
former Israeli commando and biblical translator. But what
awaits them on their strange odyssey across the globe and
through two thousand years of history is both an
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indescribable treasure and an unrelenting terror. For all
manner of zealots and devils are after the secrets they
seek̶to own the power to destroy the world we know.
Somewhere in Russia is a man so powerful that no one even
knows his name. Yet though he is all but invisible, he is
pulling strings - and pulling them hard. For suddenly Russia
is a far bigger threat than even the most devoted Cold War
warriors ever thought possible. With her finger on the
switch to the European economy and her sights on the
American jugular, Russia gains a new leader. Not just a
president, he has been appointed Tsar, a signal to the world
that the old imperial power is back - and plans to have her
day. At the same time, a mysterious killer brutally murders
an innocent American family, literally blowing up the small
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midwestern town in which they lived. Just a taste, according
to the new Tsar, of what will happen if America does not
step aside in preventing Russia's plans to 'reintegrate' her
rogue states. Onto this nightmarish stage steps special
agent extraordinaire Alex Hawke, the only man - both the
British and Americans agree - who can stop the madness.
The hit international thriller from Eric Van Lustbader, the
New York Times bestselling author of The Bourne Legacy For
centuries, a hidden splinter sect of the Franciscans has
guarded secrets that could transform the world. Now the
safety of those secrets̶and much more̶depends on one
man. Braverman Bravo Shaw always knew his father
had secrets. But not until Dexter Shaw dies mysteriously
does Bravo discover the enormity of his father's life as a highPage 3/58
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ranking member of the Order of Gnostic Observatines. For
more than eight hundred years, the Order has preserved an
ancient cache of documents that could shake Christianity to
its foundations. But the rival Knights of St. Clement will stop
at nothing to obtain the treasure, and now Bravo is a target
and a pawn in an ongoing war far larger and more deadly
than any he could have imagined. From New York City to
Washington, D.C., to Paris, to Venice, and beyond, the race is
on for the quintessential prize...the Testament. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
FROM THE PUBLISHERS THAT BROUGHT YOU DAN BROWN
For thousands of years we guarded it. But now it has been
found. This could be the end ‒ for us; for our organisation;
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for the world. You must destroy it, and those who have
taken it. An ancient object is discovered in a Cairo souk.
Hours later, the market trader who sold it is tortured to
death. As the bodies begin to pile up, a request for help is
sent to British Museum historian Angela Lewis. Angela
travels to Spain with her ex-husband, undercover police
officer Chris Bronson. There they discover the key to the
greatest secret in the history of Christianity. Their only
problem is deciphering it before they are brutally murdered
like those before them...
Deadly Games
The Fellowship of the Ring
Stubborn Archivist
The Case for a British Republic
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Half-Past Dawn

The Deptford Mice and their allies rush once again into
battle with old enemies, grown much more powerful, as a
devastatingly cold winter threatens to keep the Green
Mouse from returning in the spring.
Tomorrow's most explosive thriller, todayCynthia Wright
is a rising star in American politics, strongly tipped as a
future candidate for president. One night she is violently
assaulted in her home by an intruder. She defends herself
and minutes later, the intruder lies dead. Wright is hailed
as a #MeToo heroine: the woman who fought back.But
inconsistencies emerge in Wright's story, suggesting that
the attack might not have been as random as it first
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seemed. When former White House troubleshooter
Maggie Costello is drafted in to investigate, she finds
intriguing gaps, especially over Wright's early life. She
likes this woman, who she believes could - and should be president. But she can't shake off the question: who
exactly is Cynthia Wright?A cat-and-mouse conspiracy
thriller of rare intelligence, TO KILL A MAN explores an
unsettling world in which justice is in the eye of the
beholder and revenge seems to be the only answer.
The internationally bestselling thriller—an audacious
blend of science, history, and suspense--from the author
of The Marks of Cain and The Lost Goddess Warreporter Rob Luttrell is expecting a soft assignment when
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he's sent to Kurdistan to cover the excavation of the
world's oldest human civilization. But, soon after he
arrives, the site is violated, first by sabotage-and then by
death. Meanwhile, a Scotland Yard detective
investigating a series of spectacularly grisly murders
discovers a link between the victims and what is
happening in Kurdistan. As the two men race to prevent
more deaths, they close in on a biblical era secret that
will shake the foundations of the modern world. For
readers of Raymond Khoury, Kate Mosse, and Douglas
Preston and Lincoln Child.
“The biggest challenger to Dan Brown’s crown.” —Mirror
(UK) When a man’s death at the United Nations turns out
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to be more than just an accidental shooting, unsuspecting
Tom Byrne is plunged headlong into a deadly world of
hidden fellowships, unforgivable crimes, and a 60-year
quest for justice. From Sam Bourne—the #1 international
bestselling author of The Righteous Men and The Last
Testament—comes this fast-paced, gripping, and
provocative thriller exposing the last great mystery of the
Second World War. Perfect for fans of Raymond Khoury,
Jo Nesbø, and James Rollins, Bourne’s The Final
Solution is a tense and twisting tale of Nazi soldiers and
Jewish Avengers, based on the true story of WWII
survivors taking vengeance for the Holocaust into their
own hands.
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To Kill the Truth
The Reason
The Moses Stone
The Traveler
Tsar
The ex-MI6 agent is on the run as he uncovers a
deadly conspiracy reaching back to the days of
Cold War espionage in this acclaimed thriller
series. Former MI6 agent Paul Samson is
shadowing a young woman around London for a
private security company. Though the brilliant
Zoe Freemantle is intriguing, the work is a bit
dull—until Samson is almost killed by a
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thuggish assassin. When other people
connected to Paul come under attack, including
legendary spy Robert Harland and billionaire
Denis Hisami, Paul escapes to Estonia to make
sense of the mysterious threat. Paul knows
there’s a target on his back. The only question
is whose finger is on the trigger. Together with
Denis’s wife Anastasia, Paul picks up the trail of
a former Stasi agent whose network of assets
go deep into the US and UK governments. Now,
Paul and Anastasia must expose the spymaster
before any more people are killed or agencies
compromised. An astonishing and timely thriller
examining the penetration of Russian assets
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into all levels of western life, The Old Enemy is
a complex, breathtaking race against time from
“one of our most accomplished thriller writers”
(Financial Times).
An ancient evil has been unleashed... When
former MI6 agent turned archaeologist Dr Ava
Curzon is engaged by American intelligence to
track down an African militia claiming to hold
the Ark of the Covenant, she is plunged into a
world where nothing is what it seems. Her
breakneck descent into the shadowy realm of
dark biblical magic hurls her across continents
and into the opaque worlds of the Knights
Templar, freemasons, occultists, and extremist
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neo-Nazis, pushing her mentally and physically
to the limits. As the plot twists and turns across
the centuries, she requires all her skills to solve
a trail of ancient clues leading her inexorably
towards a terrifying ritual. Taking centre stage,
she faces the ultimate battle against an age-old
evil she must stop at all costs. For readers of
Dan Brown and Kate Mosse comes The Sword of
Moses, an extraordinary and gripping
adventure. Praise for Dominic Selwood 'A
rollercoaster crypto-thriller ... a ride that thrills
and educates ... move over Lara Croft!' Daily
Express 'One of the top 5 religious thrillers of
all time' BestThrillers.com
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In her debut novel, award-winning poet Brynne
Rebele-Henry re-imagines the Orpheus myth as
a love story between two teenage girls who are
sent to conversion therapy after being caught
together in an intimate moment. Abandoned by
a single mother she never knew, 16-year-old
Raya—obsessed with ancient myths—lives with
her grandmother in a small conservative Texas
town. For years Raya has fought to hide her
feelings for her best friend and true love,
Sarah. When the two are outed, they are sent
to Friendly Saviors: a re-education camp meant
to “fix” them and make them heterosexual.
Upon arrival, Raya vows to assume the role of
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Orpheus, to return to the world of the living
with her love—and after she, Sarah, and the
other teen residents are subjected to abusive
and brutal “treatments” by the staff, Raya only
becomes more determined to escape. In a
haunting voice reminiscent of Sylvia Plath and
the contemporary lyricism of David Levithan,
Brynne Rebele-Henry weaves a powerful
inversion of the Orpheus myth informed by the
disturbing real-world truths of conversion
therapy. Orpheus Girl is a story of dysfunctional
families, trauma, first love, heartbreak, and
ultimately, the fierce adolescent resilience that
has the power to triumph over darkness and
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ignorance. CW: There are scenes in this book
that depict self-harm, homophobia,
transphobia, and violence against LGBTQ
characters.
Gaul, 37 AD Seasoned imperial officer Marcus
Sempronius Gracchus leads the 9th Roman
Legion into a bloody battle against a fierce
barbarian rival. It's a battle he won't survive.
When he awakens three days later, clawing his
way from a hastily dug grave, Marcus realizes
he cannot be killed-but that won't stop him
from dying time and again over the next 2,000
years. Burdened with a debt he cannot pay, is
he is cursed to walk this world without end? But
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other immortals plan to bring the world
crashing to its knees. Can he prevent the
inevitable and find redemption? The Last
Roman lies somewhere between fantasy,
historical drama, and a techno-thriller. Don't
miss the debut novel from B.K. Greenwood, and
part one of an exciting new trilogy that will
have fans of Highlander and Jason Bourne on
the edge of their seats.
To Kill a Man
The Fifth Gospel
The Last Testament
Orpheus Girl
The Last Minute
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WHAT DOES GOD LOOK LIKE? Welcome to southeast
Michigan and the small town of Carlson where faith, hope,
and struggle are defined by the different faces of those who
live there. An addict that sits at a bar to forget. A mother
whose five-year-old boy has leukemia. Two doctors. An
atheist haunted by his past and a brilliant young oncologist
that places all her hope in the power of modern medicine. A
blind pastor whose son hasn’t spoken a single word in thirtyeight years. But the minister sees by faith. He knows there are
answers and believes that someone who cares is
watching—someone with a greater purpose. Yet there is
something he doesn’t know... that none of them know. In the
midst of the ordinary and the devastat- ing, there is a reason
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these lives will be changed forever. Lightning is about to
strike. The Reason opens with a thunderbolt and never lets up
as it introduces us to everyday characters who are wrestling
with questions: Where is God when bad things happen? Does
God ignore the prayers of the faithful? The answer each
character receives will astound readers while offering an
unforgettable call to hope, to change, and to believe.
Gabriel and Michael Corrigan are two young men living just
beneath the glittering surface of life in Los Angeles. Since
childhood, the brothers have been shaped by stories that their
father was a Traveler — one of an elite group of prophets
able to attain pure enlightenment. The Corrigans, who may
have inherited their father’s gifts, have always lived “off the
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grid” — that is, invisible to the intricate surveillance
networks that monitor people in our modern world.
Thousands of miles away, Maya is attempting to lead a
normal life in London. The attractive twenty-six-year-old
designer wants to ignore the fact that she comes from a long
lineage of Harlequins — a band of warriors pledged to
protect the Travelers at all costs. When Maya is summoned to
Prague by her ailing father, she learns that Gabriel and
Michael have just been located in California. The brothers
may represent the last surviving Travelers, and are in
desperate need of protection. Maya is reluctant to be drawn
into the solitary, destructive life of her ancestors, but she has
been trained to fight since she was a young girl. Also
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searching for the brothers is Nathan Boone, a disciplined
mercenary working for the Tabulas — ruthless men who are
determined to inflict order on the world by invisibly
controlling its population. Boone and the Tabulas fear the
power of the Travelers, and for generations Tabulas have
hunted them down. When Maya flies to California in search
of Gabriel and Michael Corrigan, a colossal battle looms that
will reveal a secret history of our time. In this stunningly
suspenseful first novel, reminiscent of George Orwell and
Philip Pullman, John Twelve Hawks has created a vividly
imagined world that runs parallel to our own. Moving at
lightning speed from the back alleys of Prague to the
underworld of Los Angeles to a guarded research facility in
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New York, The Traveler goes beneath the surface to give us
new insights on history and our own lives.
As conflict brews in the Middle East between Palestinians and
Israelis, a series of killings occur and Washington decides to
send Maggie Costello to negotiate peace. When violence
extremists everywhere, Costellos is plunged into a mystery
rooted in the last unsolved riddle of the Bible, a riddle that
could either end all hostilities or spark a deadly war.
Four nail-biting thrillers from No. 1 bestselling author Sam
Bourne.
The Last Testament LP
First Daughter
The Righteous Men
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Book One: Exile
The Genesis Secret
Maggie Costello uncovers an assassination plot to kill the
tyrannical new president. A blockbuster thriller from No.1
Sunday Times bestselling author Sam Bourne. The unthinkable
has happened… The United States has elected a volatile
demagogue as president, backed by his ruthless chief
strategist, Crawford ‘Mac’ McNamara. When a war of words
with the North Korean regime spirals out of control and the
President comes perilously close to launching a nuclear
attack, it's clear someone has to act, or the world will be
reduced to ashes. Soon Maggie Costello, a seasoned
Washington operator and stubbornly principled, discovers an
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inside plot to kill the President – and faces the ultimate moral
dilemma. Should she save the President and leave the free
world at the mercy of an increasingly crazed would-be tyrant –
or commit treason against her Commander in Chief and risk
plunging the country into a civil war?
THE NEW BLOCKBUSTER THRILLER FROM THE
AUTHOR OF TO KILL THE PRESIDENT Someone is trying
to destroy the evidence of history's greatest crimes. Academics
and Holocaust survivors dead in mysterious circumstances.
Museums and libraries burning. Digital records and
irreplaceable proofs, lost for ever. Former White House
operative Maggie Costello has sworn off politics. But when the
Governor of Virginia seeks her help to stop the lethal spiral of
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killings, she knows that this is bigger than any political game.
As Black Lives Matter protestors clash with slavery deniers,
America is on a knife-edge and time is running out. This
deadly conspiracy could ignite a new Civil War - but who
stands to gain most from the chaos? Taut, authoritative and
explosive, To Kill the Truth takes us to the edge of anarchy, a
world without truth in which history will be rewritten by those
who live to shape it. Praise for Sam Bourne: 'Urgently topical'
The Times 'Propulsive' Guardian 'A Day of the Jackal for
these dizzying times' Ian Rankin
In A Condensed Anti-Slavery Bible Argument, Bourne argues
that the Bible expressly condemns slavery. He states in his
introduction that his intent is to "overthrow" the notion that
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slavery is sanctioned by scripture on one hand, and beneficial
to those who practice it on the other. He uses his first chapter
to define slavery, calling attention especially to the idea of
reducing humans to the level of property. His argument
centers on the distinction between service for pay and
servitude without pay; the former is practiced by biblical
figures, he says, while the latter is not and is indeed
condemned in several places throughout scripture. He also
proves through the use of scripture that Africans are not under
the "curse of Cain" nor the "curse of Cannan (the son of Ham,
whom Noah cursed)," two assumptions that were often used to
articulate a divine mandate for the enslavement of Africans.
The second half of the book treats the Old Testament and
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refutes assumptions that the lives of Hebrew Patriarchs and
the Law of Moses support slavery, then turns to the New
Testament and shows how the teachings of Jesus and the
various epistles condemn slavery. Bourne gives the letter from
Paul to Philemon, discussing an escaped servant, special
attention. He concludes the book by condemning slavery as a
"heathen" practice, and shows how slaveholding nations have
been punished for their crime.
The first two murders went unnoticed. The third will change
everything. . . . She can't save her sister. Journalist Madison
Webb is obsessed with exposing lies and corruption. But she
never thought she'd be investigating her own sister's murder.
She can't trust the police. Madison refuses to accept the
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official line that Abigail's death was an isolated crime. She
uncovers evidence that suggests her sister was the third victim
in a series of killings hushed up as part of a major conspiracy.
She can expose the truth. In a United States that now bows
before the People's Republic of China, corruption is rife—the
government dictates what the "truth" is. With her life on the
line, Madison must give up her quest for justice—or face the
consequences. . . .
A Novel
The 13th Apostle
The Testament
Bring Home the Revolution
The House Without Windows
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Escape into the wild from the comfort of your own home this
winter, with a dazzling lost classic of nature writing... Eepersip is a
girl with the wild in her heart. She does not want to live locked up
behind the walls of a house. So she runs away - first to the Meadow,
then to the Sea, and finally to the Mountain. Her heartbroken
parents follow their daughter, trying to bring her home safe, but
Eepersip has other ideas... Republished by Penguin with a new
introduction and hand-inked illustrations by beloved artist Jackie
Morris, The House Without Windows is a timeless fable about
wildness, freedom and the redemptive power of the natural world. 'I
can safely promise joy to any reader of The House Without
Windows. Perfection' Eleanor Farjeon, winner of the Carnegie
Medal and The Hans Christian Andersen Award 'Gloriously
illuminated by Jackie Morris's moving art, this is a work of strange
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power for our own bewildered times' Nick Drake 'A classic, as
miraculous and awe-inspiring as the author' Xinran, author of The
Good Women of China
The righteous shall never be removed: but the wicked shall not
inhabit the earth. . . . A teenage computer prodigy is mortally
strangled in Mumbai. A far-right extremist is killed in a remote
cabin in the Pacific Northwest. A wealthy businessman is murdered
in Thailand. A pimp in Brooklyn is found stabbed to death and
mysteriously covered by a brown shroud. What connects the victims
is an ancient prophecy that leads to the end of the world, and it's up
to Will Monroe, a fledgling reporter at the New York Times, to stop
it. But Monroe's investigation quickly makes him some shadowy
enemies, who kidnap his wife and hold her hostage in Crown
Heights. Desperate to find the link between the killings and to save
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his wife, he enlists his college sweetheart, TC, an eccentric artist and
Kabbalah expert. As the death toll rises, they follow a trail of clues
that seems to lead inexorably to a set of ancient texts containing a
prophecy that promises to save the world—or to destroy it. What
will happen when the one secret that has kept the world safe for
thousands of years is revealed to all? In The Righteous Men, a
blistering thriller filled with mystery, romance, and suspense, Sam
Bourne takes readers deep into the hidden worlds of fundamentalist
religion, mysticism, and biblical prophecies. This is a visionary tale
that is as frightening as it is entertaining. Readers won't stop turning
the pages until the very end.
"I read Stubborn Archivist in a ravenous gulp. It's stunning: so
articulate about what it means to live between two languages and
countries, tenderly unraveling the knots of unbelonging." --Olivia
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Laing, author of TheLonely City and Crudo For fans of Chemistry
and Normal People A mesmerizing and witty debut novel about a
young woman growing up between two disparate cultures, and the
singular identity she finds along the way But where are you really
from? When your mother considers another country home, it's hard
to know where you belong. When the people you live among can't
pronounce your name, it's hard to know exactly who you are. And
when your body no longer feels like your own, it's hard to
understand your place in the world. In Stubborn Archivist, a young
British Brazilian woman from South London navigates growing up
between two cultures and into a fuller understanding of her body,
relying on signposts such as history, family conversation, and the
eyes of the women who have shaped her--her mother, grandmother,
and aunt. Our stubborn archivist takes us through first love and loss,
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losing and finding home, trauma and healing, and various
awakenings of sexuality and identity. Shot through the novel are the
narrator's trips to Brazil, sometimes alone, often with family, where
she accesses a different side of herself--one, she begins to realize,
that is as much of who she is as anything else. A hypnotic and bold
debut, Stubborn Archivist is as singular as its narrator; a novel you
won't soon forget.
April 2003: an Iraqi boy loots an ancient clay tablet from a longforgotten vault in the Baghdad Museum of Antiquities. Years later,
at a rally for the signing of a historic deal between Israel and the
Palestinians, a suspected assassin pushes through the crowd toward
the Israeli prime minister. Bodyguards shoot the man dead. But in
his hand there is no gun—only a blood-stained note. A series of
seemingly random revenge killings follows and tensions boil over.
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Washington calls in star peace-negotiator Maggie Costello. With
her relationship in trouble and old sins to atone for, Maggie finds
herself in an impossible situation, especially when she discovers the
murders are not random. Someone is killing archaeologists and
historians—those who know the buried secrets of the ancient past.
Menaced on all sides by violent extremists, Costello is plunged into
a mystery rooted in the last unsolved riddle of the Bible. The truth
could end hostilities—or spark the war to end all wars.
The Plot Against the President
A Thriller
The Last Roman
The Sword of Moses
A Bronson Novel

Between life and death, between the
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deepest dark of night and the first rays
of dawn, in that moment where we begin to
drift from sleep to wakefulness, is where
anything is possible . . . Jack Keeler
wakes up one bright June morning to the
shock of his life. He gazes in the mirror
and sees a half-healed gash over his right
eye and a hastily stitched-together wound
in his shoulder that looks suspiciously
like the result of a bullet. He also
notices an intricately designed
tattoo—words written in a foreign
script—covering the length of his forearm.
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He’s alone, his house eerily silent
without the delightful chatter of his wife
and two daughters. He has absolutely no
memory of how, when, or why he ended up in
such gruesome physical condition. Jack
gropes his way down to the kitchen to call
his wife, Mia—an FBI agent—and to find
some answers. But before he can pick up
the phone, his eyes are drawn to the front
page of that morning’s paper. He takes in
a large photo of a bridge, the guard rail
missing, a skein of tire marks on the
roadway. Above the photo, in large black
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type, a headline that simply reads NEW
YORK CITY DISTRICT ATTORNEY JACK KEELER
DEAD. From this mind-shattering opening
scene, Richard Doetsch takes readers on a
twisting, turning adventure as Jack
struggles to find out not only what
happened to him, but to his missing wife.
As fragments of his memory return, and
with the help of a loyal friend, he
reconstructs the events of the previous
night, which culminated in his being shot
and Mia’s abduction. He has only until
dawn of the following day to uncover an
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ancient mystery hidden in the depths of
one of the country’s most heavily guarded
prisons. Just when Jack thinks he has put
all the pieces together and has saved
Mia’s life, a final twist occurs that
changes everything. A thriller spanning
time, an Asian people out of legend, an
assassin who will stop at nothing to
avenge his death sentence, and a diary
whose contents foretell the future, HalfPast Dawn is a race through the borders of
life and death, insanity and reason, and
dreams and reality. In the dim light of
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half-past dawn, nothing is as it appears
to be.
Maggie Costello is a “closer,” an expert
brought into negotiations when all other
options have failed. Now in Jerusalem, she
mediates peace talks between Israel and
the Palestinians, which have broken down
after two high-profile deaths. Hawkish
Zionist Shimon Guttman was gunned down by
bodyguards who believed he was about to
assassinate the Israeli prime minister.
“This will change everything,” Guttman had
cryptically warned the prime minister
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before he was killed. Palestinian Ahmed
Nour, a respected archaeologist, has also
been killed on suspicion of being a
collaborator. When Maggie discovers that
the two men were secret colleagues, she is
plunged into a mystery rooted in a last,
unsolved riddle of the Bible. It all leads
back to an ancient clay tablet looted from
Baghdad’s Museum of Antiquities and a
secret that could end a war—or spark a new
one. The Last Testament is a pulsepounding blockbuster of timeless enigmas
and modern technology from Sam Bourne,
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author of the international bestseller The
Righteous Men. Compulsively readable,
driven by Bourne’s intimate knowledge of
the conflict in the Middle East, The Last
Testament evokes the tension of highstakes politics and the excitement of
ancient historical mysteries unravelled.
AN ANCIENT CODE A clay tablet covered in
ancient writing is found by an English
couple in Morocco. A day later they are
dead, killed in a car crash. But where is
the relic they died to protect? A SINISTER
SECRET Determined to uncover a secret
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that's endured for two millennia, Chris
Bronson follows a trail of clues that lead
him from the hustle of a Moroccan souk to
the deserted caves of Qumran; from the
sinister echoes of a water-filled tunnel
under the city of Jerusalem to a windswept
fortress whose name spells death. A DEADLY
CHASE FOR THE TRUTH ... Threatened on
every side by violent extremists, Bronson
is plunged into a mystery rooted in
biblical times. For the stone he must find
is older and far more dangerous than he
could ever have imagined ...
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Once an idealistic lawyer, Tom Byrne will
work for anyone now, if the money’s right.
An official at the United Nations needs
him to placate the family of a harmless
old man mistaken for a suicide bomber and
shot to death by UN Security. But Byrne
soon discovers this victim was not quite
as innocent as he appeared to be. Together
with the dead man’s daughter, Byrne
uncovers the existence of a clandestine
brotherhood responsible for hundreds of
unexplained deaths worldwide. Now Tom is a
marked man—a target of assassins who will
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destroy him for what he’s learned—as he
races to unearth a mystery buried for more
than six decades . . . the last great
secret of World War II.
The Old Enemy
Sam Bourne 4-Book Thriller Collection
The Deptford Mice Trilogy: Book Three
To Kill the President
The Last Testament LPHarper Collins
The darkest secrets of World War II... finally
revealed. The Number One bestseller returns with
his most explosive book to date.
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Set against the backdrop of the world’s most bitter
international conflict, The Last Testament is a
brilliantly layered conspiracy thriller from Sam
Bourne, author of the New York Times bestseller
The Righteous Men. Jeffery Deaver, author of Cold
Moon, has called Bourne’s writing, “thoroughly
enjoyable and compelling,” and fans of Dan Brown,
Raymond Khoury, and Daniel Pearl will eagerly
devour this ingenious blend of religious and
political intrigue. Nebraska’s Lincoln Journal Star
calls The Last Testament, “A bloody well-done tale
and it might even some day be true.”
Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the
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Rings of Power - the means by which he intends to
rule Middle-earth. All he lacks in his plans for
dominion is the One Ring - the ring that rules them
all - which has fallen into the hands of the hobbit,
Bilbo Baggins. In a sleepy village in the Shire, young
Frodo Baggins finds himself faced with an immense
task, as his elderly cousin Bilbo entrusts the Ring to
his care. Frodo must leave his home and make a
perilous journey across Middle-earth to the Cracks
of Doom, there to destroy the Ring and foil the Dark
Lord in his evil purpose. JRR Tolkien's great work of
imaginative fiction has been labelled both a heroic
romance and a classic fantasy fiction. By turns
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comic and homely, epic and diabolic, the narrative
moves through countless changes of scene and
character in an imaginary world which is totally
convincing in its detail.
The Sixth Station
The Chosen One
Pantheon
A Condensed Anti-slavery Bible Argument
El testamento final
Sometimes the weakness we fear most can
become our greatest strength . . . Jack
McClure has had a troubled life. His
dyslexia always made him feel like an
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outsider. He escaped from an abusive home
as a teenager and lived by his wits on the
streets of Washington D.C. It wasn't until
he realized that dyslexia gave him the
ability to see the world in unique ways
that he found success, using this newfound
strength to become a top ATF agent. When a
terrible accident takes the life of his
only daughter, Emma, and his marriage
falls apart, Jack blames himself, numbing
the pain by submerging himself in work.
Then he receives a call from his old
friend Edward Carson. Carson is just weeks
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from taking the reins as President of the
United States when his daughter, Alli, is
kidnapped. Because Emma McClure was once
Alli's best friend, Carson turns to Jack,
the one man he can trust to go to any
lengths to find his daughter and bring her
home safely. The search for Alli leads
Jack on a road toward reconciliation . . .
and into the path of a dangerous and
calculating man. Someone whose actions are
as cold as they are brilliant. Whose power
and reach are seemingly infinite. Faith,
redemption, and political intrigue play
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off one another as McClure uses his unique
abilities to journey into the twisted mind
of a stone cold genius who is constantly
one step ahead of him. Jack will soon
discover that this man has affected his
life and his country in more ways than he
could ever imagine. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
‘WOW!...Tremendous read! HIGHLY
recommend!!!’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars
I know everything about you.
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Number One bestseller Sam Bourne, author
of The Righteous Men, delivers this pageturning political conspiracy thriller that
goes right to the heart of the US
establishment.
WINNER OF AN INTERNATIONAL THRILLER
WRITERS AWARD! Sam Capra must commit an
impossible assassination--or he will lose
the only person in the world who matters
to him . . . Sam Capra has one reason to
live: to rescue his baby son from the
people who abducted him. An ex-CIA agent,
Sam now owns bars around the world as
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cover for his real mission-working
undercover for a secret network as
mysterious as it is powerful, while using
his skills to find his child. Now the
kidnappers have offered a deadly deal:
they'll surrender Sam's child...if Sam
finds and murders the one man who can
expose them. Teaming up with a desperate
young mother whose daughter is also
missing, Sam tracks his prey-and his sonacross the country in a dangerous race
against time, and must unravel a deadly
conspiracy if he's to rescue the only
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person in the world that matters to him.
J-The Woman Who Wrote the Bible
The Lost Testament
The 3rd Woman
The Final Reckoning
Last Testament

Some say Demiel ben Yusef is the world's
most dangerous terrorist, personally
responsible for bombings and riots that have
claimed the lives of thousands. Others insist
he is a man of peace, a miracle worker, and
possibly even the Son of God. His trial in New
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York City for crimes against humanity
attracts scores of protestors, as well as media
and religious leaders from around the world.
Cynical reporter Alessandra Russo heads to
the UN hoping for a piece of the action, but
soon becomes entangled in controversy and
suspicion when ben Yusef singles her out for
attention among all other reporters. As
Alessandra begins digging into ben Yusef's
past, she is already in more danger than she
knows—and when she is falsely accused of
murder during her investigation, she is forced
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to flee New York. On the run from unknown
enemies, Alessandra finds herself on the trail
of a global conspiracy and a story that could
shake the world to its foundations. Is Demiel
ben Yusef the Second Coming or the
Antichrist? The truth may lie in the secret
history of the Holy Family, a group of
Templars who defied the church, and a
mysterious relic stained with the sacred
blood of Christ Himself. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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On a switchback ride through the USA, riding
pillion with America's founding fathers,
Jonathan Freedland searches out the qualities
that made America the land at the end of his
childhood rainbow, the place his grandfather
and he conspired to run off to because of its
open promise and unbounded potential.
A follow-up to the New York Times best-seller
The Rule of Four finds a lost gospel, a
contentious relic and a dying pope's final
wish sending two Vatican priest brothers on a
dangerous intellectual quest to untangle
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Christianity's greatest historical mystery.
Like the women of the Red Tent, even the
daughter of King David lived in a world ruled
by men. But this woman was born to break
the rules of both men and God in order to
learn the art of writing, and with it, a power
that could reveal the hidden truth, or slay a
man with a single word. Secretly initiated
into the magic of writing, Janaia finds she
must master the sublime powers and visions
that come with this "knowledge of good and
evil" -- a journey that reveals the secrets of
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life and death through heartbreak and
sacrifice.
A McClure/Carson Novel
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